Rental Cabins:

«Lustadstua» at the entrance to Blåfjella- Skjækrafjella National Park.
Steinkjer Municipality’s Forestry Department offers this large spacious cabin along Lustad
Lake at the entrance to Blåfjella- Skjækrafjella National Park.
This is a large spacious cabin with pleasant “cabin” feeling outside as well as inside. It lies
right near the lake shore and can be reached directly by car or bus both winter and summer.
The cabin and outside area is handicap-accessible in summer (not winter). There are good
opportunities for hunting, fishing, berry plucking and hiking. The cabin is located at the
entrance to the National Park with fine tour opportunities on plank layed trails in summer or
along ski trails in the winter. In addition there are well marked trails to other sites such as
Norway’s Geographical Mid-Point at Skjækervatnet (10 km from the parking place).
Location and area description
The cabin lies ideally placed along the shores of Lake Lustad. There is a large flat outside
area around the cabin with a fireplace pit, floating pier, boat and swimming areas. There are
fine opportunities for walks in the mountains or along the road.
Available equipment
A boat comes with the cabin and can be found along the floating pier. Pole fishing and other
fishing is free on the Steinkjer Forest Department lands. In addition renters are allowed to set
3 nets in the lake (nets and an ice drill can be found in the cabin. Årengtjønna, an ideal
fishing area is just a 10 minute walk away and is perfect for fishing with a light spinner or dry
flys. Here you can find both a boat and a canoe that are freely available for your use. The trail
is well marked with plank trails and available dog kennel, wash room and shower.
A waterproof tour map of Blåfjella- Skjækrafjella National Park can be purchased at the Norli
Bookstore in Steinkjer, tel.:+47 74150600.
Bookings:
Visit Innherred
Tel.:+47 74 40 17 16/ +47 995 73 854
Email: post@visitinnherred.com

